




As one of the Global leaders in the World of hockey, we have the 
experience in creating the highest quality performance products 
with a unique and fashion forward look. We know how to harnas 

absolute top performance combined with stunningly cool 
designs, appealing to the new audience of Padel players. 

Since 2017 Osaka World has been making it’s name as one of the 
upcoming, modern brands on the padel stage. Now, after three 

years of studying, reengineering and redesigning, we have taken 
our Padel collection to the next level.

Our range is so beautiful, you will doubt between playing with it 
or putting it on display.





Pro Tour LTD 

The Pro Tour Limited padel bats are the result of years of research and development in the world of padel bats. The entire 
collection is built by craftsmen with over 30 years of experience in padel bat construction. Our brand new shape takes elements 
from the best bats around the world and incorporates lessons we have learned over 10 years of composite fieldhockey stick 
construction.

Pro Tour LTD Pro Tour LTD Metallic Black Metallic White

Power Frame / Soft Touch Power Frame / Hard TouchArticle Number: 12569 Article Number: 12569

S.R.P. €320 S.R.P. €320







Osaka Padel 2022 - Technologies

Carbons & Composites 

All our materials are produced by global leading manufacturers in their respective fields and carbon is one of the key ingredients in producing 
world class padel rackets.  We have a long-standing relationship with the Japanese company Toray, in our opinion, the best
carbon manufacturer in the world. They have been producing yarns, composites and fibres since 1926 and have developed over the past 100 
years into a global corporation that produces in 26 countries.  We couldn’t hope for a better partner to produce our carbons and fibres.

A bit more information about carbon: 
Carbon fibres are made from precursors such as rayon or polyacrylonitrile (PAN), these precursors are chemically treated, heated and stretched.  
Afterwards they get carbonised to get high-strength fibres.

A 3K fabric has 3000 strands of carbon in each tow, while a heavier weight fabric, like 6k for 
example has 6000 strands per tow. A standard tow is 125” wide, so that’s a lot of fibre packed into a small space.  That is what makes carbon 
fibre such a strong material. Carbon fibre fabric comes in a variety of weaves and spreads that have different strength/weight ratios and offer 
different properties.

3K biaxial twill weave carbon fabric is the golden standard in sports equipment manufacturing and we have created 100s of 
successful products over the last decade using this fabric.  It’s strength/weight ratio is excellent compared to the relative cost 
of the material, and it weights 200 grams per square meter (200GSM).

18K Textreme® biaxial spread-tow carbon fabric is a relatively new type of carbon fibre fabric.  It is very similar to a conventional 
woven cloth, but is manufactured using a special ‘spreading’ technology to make the individual tows of carbon fibre very flat 
and wide.  The result is a fabric that is smoother and flatter than a conventional woven cloth with less of the ‘crimp’ that occurs
 each time warp and weft tows intersect each other. This reduced crimp means that spread tow fabrics can provide marginal stiffness 
advantages, it also results in a very unique looking bolder carbon fibre weave pattern. This fabric boasts an impressive 160GSM.

18K Gernitex® triaxial spread-tow carbon fabric is the latest revolution in carbon fabric manufacturing. Traditional carbon fiber 
fabrics and Kevlar fabrics consist in two sets of parallel yarns oriented in two perpendicular directions, for instance 0° and 90°. 
These fabrics are therefore called bi-axial.  

Triaxial fabrics are composed of three sets of parallel yarns corresponding to three directions: 0°, -60° and +60 °. Their structure is 
triangular. Triaxial carbon fiber do not exhibit the inherent deficiencies of biaxial reinforcement fabrics. Their strength is practically 
the same regardless of the stress direction and type.  In addition to its superior properties, tri-axial fabrics also look incredibly futuristic 
and performant. Triaxial carbon finally has the best strength/weight ration and comes in at 120GSM.

Glass fibre has roughly comparable mechanical properties to other fibers such as polymers and carbon fiber. Although not as rigid 
as carbon fiber, it is much cheaper and significantly less brittle when used in composites. Glass fibers are therefore used as a 
reinforcing agent for many sports products.  With 300GSM

We have 4 options of carbon fabric weaves and tows that we use for our rackets.

Osaka EVA Foam

EVA foam is in high demand in the sports- and especially padel-market today because of its exceptional qualities and uses. EVA foam is 
produced by a copolymerization reaction between Ethylene and Vinyl Acetate, hence EVA.  It is highly durable and sturdy even at extremely low 
temperatures.  But more importantly for padel, it is able to withstand repeated stress and compression without obtaining cracks and recuperates 
at an incredible rate.  It also maintains these properties for a long time and is considered a very resilient foam.

On top of all that it offers all these excellent properties in a lightweight package, making it the ideal choice for padel. All the above caused us to 
choose only EVA foam in our padel rackets in various densities and blends.

Osaka Snap® foam is an excellent lightweight foam we developed with our supplier to 
specifically increase sweet-spot size and help players achieve higher ball-speeds with less effort.  The foam is designed specifically to 
help you get the ball back across the net with little effort, this is achieved through the excellent recuperation rate of the EVA foam, which 
in turn creates a trampoline effect in the sweet-spot area.  We use this foam in the majority of our range since it is an ideal foam for a 
wide variety of players.

Osaka Touch® foam is marginally heavier than its Soft counterpart, but offers some very similar properties.  It was also designed 
specifically to increase sweet spot-size, but Touch® foam seeks to offer more control and precision.  We achieved this through 
developing a slightly less-bouncy foam that allows players to place the ball where they want it wherever they are on the pitch.  
Touch® foam is used in parts of our range where we feel players will be looking for a bit more precision.



Osaka Padel 2022 - Technologies

Construction Method

As of this season all Osaka rackets are produced using a carbon frame system.  This means that the outer edge of the racket is formed carbon 
frame that increases the strength and durability of all Osaka rackets.  There is a difference between the rackets in how this frame is formed.  
We have a single stage process for the more budget friendly rackets and a 2 stage process for our high range.  One of the major benefits of 
a double stage process is the width of the frames we can achieve, the thinner the frame, the larger the foam area and the sweet-spot. 

Single-stage Osaka rackets are produced in a single go, so the frame and face of the racket come out of the mould in a single go.  
This allows us to produce rackets in higher volumes, while still offering the benefits of a racket with a frame system. The width of these 
frames varies between 10-12mm.

Double-stage Osaka rackets have 2 distinct stages.  In stage 1, the frame is formed using a twin-tube frame moulding process which 
creates the stiffest, most durable frames we have been able to produce to date.  In the second stage, the foam is added into the frame 
and the face fabrics are applied.  This double stage process also allows us to produce thinner frames with the same properties as their 
thicker counterparts.  The width of these frames varies between 6-9mm.

Racket Surface Treatment

Edge Protection

Over the last years we have experimented greatly with surface treatments.  These 3D structures on the face of the racket allow players to 
put more spin on their ball, especially with shots like the bandeja, achieving great backspin is critical for your success on the court.  
This experimentation resulted in 2 proven methods we apply separately, or sometimes in combination on our different models.

The Quantum Spin® system has been implemented on our rackets since the first generation, but we have fine-tuned this technology 
over the last 3 years.  3 Dimensional shapes on the face of the racket create drag on each contact with the ball and result in a 
drastically improved rotational force.  In dry conditions this rotational force can increase by up to 7% giving you a distinct advantage, 
in wet conditions this can even go up to 9%.  

Our Pro Tour and Pro Tour Limited Rackets will be delivered with an especially designed and beautifully shaped TPU bumper, 
this bumper has a maximum depth of 2,5mm and weighs around 11 grams.  The sand surface on the rackets allows for excellent 
adhesion with the glue, so the bumper will never come off unwanted after you apply it.  The balance of your racket will be slightly 
altered after application, so the bumper can always be removed if you prefer the playstyle of the bat without it. The choice is yours!  

Sand Surface coating is a finishing process we have been using for over a decade, in this process resin coated sand particles are 
sprayed onto the surface of the rackets.  These sand particles form tiny holds for the felt fibres on padel balls that further increase 
the spin applied to the ball with each contact. This surface treatment can generate between 3-5% depending on playing conditions.

Our Vision Pro rackets will be delivered with an applied see-through PU bumper.  While still allowing the beautiful graphics to shine, 
your edge will be protected by an extremely lightweight bumper.





Pro Tour LTD 

Pro Tour LTD Pro Tour LTD 

The Pro Tour Limited padel bats are the result of years of research and development in the world of padel bats. The entire 
collection is built by craftsmen with over 30 years of experience in padel bat construction. Our brand new shape takes elements 
from the best bats around the world and incorporates lessons we have learned over 10 years of composite construction.

S.R.P. €355,00 Article Number: 12797002Article Number: 12797001S.R.P. €355,00

ControlPower

Pro Tour LTD Tech

Article Number: 12797003S.R.P. €355,00



Product Information Specifications

Article Number: 12797001
Averaged Weight: 355g

Pro Tour LTD S.R.P. €355,00Power

The new Osaka Power shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ. After several years of research and 
development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Power Mk2.1 is a teardrop shaped racket ideal for more offensive 
oriented players, The higher position of the sweetspot ensures that 
well struck smashes are rewarded with insane speed transfer.  Also, the 
maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  This is a great racket 
for a wide level-range of offensive players. In general we would 
recommend this racket to backhand players.

The Pro Tour Limited bats are the only bats in our collection to feature aluminium coated 3K woven carbon.  The aluminium 
coating offers extra protection from impact and further enhances the strength to weight ratio that make carbon the most 
premium choice for high-end sports equipment.  We only produce a set amount of these bats every year, truly making them 
limited editions.

Sand Surface

Quantum Spin® System

Double-Stage Frame

TPU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

18K Triaxial Carbon



Product Information Specifications

Article Number: 12797002
Averaged Weight: 355g

S.R.P. €355,00Pro Tour LTD Control

The new Osaka Control shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ.  After several years of research and 
Development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Control Mk2.1 is a round shaped racket ideal for more defensive- 
and control-oriented players, The central position of the sweetspot 
creates an intuitive sense of play that will acclimatise you to the racket 
immediately.  Also, the maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  
This is a great racket for a wide level-range of defensive players.
In general we would recommend this shape to forehand players.

The Pro Tour Limited bats are the only bats in our collection to feature aluminium coated 3K woven carbon.  The aluminium 
coating offers extra protection from impact and further enhances the strength to weight ratio that make carbon the most 
premium choice for high-end sports equipment.  We only produce a set amount of these bats every year, truly making them 
limited editions.

Sand Surface

Quantum Spin® System

Double-Stage Frame

TPU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

18K Triaxial Carbon



Product Information Specifications

Article Number: 12797003
Averaged Weight: 355g

S.R.P. €355,00TechPro Tour LTD 

The Osaka Tech shape was introduced last year as a replacement for 
our first power models.  It is a technical teardrop shaped racket aimed 
towards highly skilled players.  Hence the name “Tech”. This racket 
sacrifices some sweetspot size in function of high agility and excellent 
precision for a power model.  High skill caps will be greatly rewarded 
with this racket shape.

The Tech Mk2.11 has been re-engineered compared to last year, 
especially with regards to the frame construction, we have succeeded 
in reducing the frame width by 20% while offering the same features 
that made last year’s model a success. This reduction in frame width 
has a direct impact on the sweetspot size and creates a better level of 
playability.

The Pro Tour Limited bats are the only bats in our collection to feature aluminium coated 3K woven carbon.  The aluminium 
coating offers extra protection from impact and further enhances the strength to weight ratio that make carbon the most 
premium choice for high-end sports equipment.  We only produce a set amount of these bats every year, truly making them 
limited editions.

Sand Surface

Quantum Spin® System

Double-Stage Frame

TPU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

18K Triaxial Carbon







Article Number: 12834004S.R.P. €295,00Article Number: 12798001S.R.P. €295,00

Control - Iconic BlackPro Tour Pro Tour Power

The Pro Tour padel bats are the result of years of research and development in the world of padel bats. The entire collection is 
built by craftsmen with over 30 years of experience in padel bat construction. Our brand new shape takes elements from the 
best bats around the world and incorporates lessons we have learned over 10 years of composite fieldhockey stick construction.

Pro Tour

Article Number: 12798003S.R.P. €295,00Article Number: 12798002S.R.P. €295,00

TechPro Tour Pro Tour Control



Product Information Specifications

S.R.P. €295,00

The new Osaka Power shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ.  After several years of research and 
Development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Power Mk2.1 is a teardrop shaped racket ideal for more offensive 
oriented players, The higher position of the sweetspot ensures that 
well struck smashes are rewarded with insane speed transfer.  Also, the 
maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  This is a great racket 
for a wide level-range of offensive players. In general we would recom-
mend this racket to backhand players.

The Pro Tour collection is the heart of every collection we have designed since the start of the brand and truly represents what 
Osaka stands for: Uncompromising performance with superior aesthetics.  We have always wanted to give athletes products 
that give them the confidence and properties that allow them to bring up the best in themselves. The Pro Tour is the culmination 
of that desire. 

PowerPro Tour 

Article Number: 12798001
Averaged Weight: 360g

Sand Surface

Quantum Spin® System

Double-Stage Frame

TPU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

18K Textreme® carbon



Product Information Specifications

S.R.P. €295,00

The new Osaka Control shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ.  After several years of research and 
Development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Control Mk2.1 is a round shaped racket ideal for more defensive- 
and control-oriented players, The central position of the sweetspot 
creates an intuitive sense of play that will acclimatise you to the racket 
immediately.  Also, the maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  
This is a great racket for a wide level-range of defensive players.
In general we would recommend this shape to forehand players.

The Pro Tour collection is the heart of every collection we have designed since the start of the brand and truly represents what 
Osaka stands for: Uncompromising performance with superior aesthetics.  We have always wanted to give athletes products 
that give them the confidence and properties that allow them to bring up the best in themselves. The Pro Tour is the culmination 
of that desire.

Control - Iconic BlackPro Tour 

Article Number: 12834004
Averaged Weight: 360g

Sand Surface

Quantum Spin® System

Double-Stage Frame

TPU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

18K Textreme® carbon



Product Information Specifications

S.R.P. €295,00

The new Osaka Control shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ.  After several years of research and 
Development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Control Mk2.1 is a round shaped racket ideal for more defensive- 
and control-oriented players, The central position of the sweetspot 
creates an intuitive sense of play that will acclimatise you to the racket 
immediately.  Also, the maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  
This is a great racket for a wide level-range of defensive players.
In general we would recommend this shape to forehand players.

The Pro Tour collection is the heart of every collection we have designed since the start of the brand and truly represents what 
Osaka stands for: Uncompromising performance with superior aesthetics.  We have always wanted to give athletes products 
that give them the confidence and properties that allow them to bring up the best in themselves. The Pro Tour is the culmination 
of that desire. 

ControlPro Tour 

Article Number: 12798002
Averaged Weight: 360g

Sand Surface

Quantum Spin® System

Double-Stage Frame

TPU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

18K Textreme® carbon



Product Information Specifications

The Pro Tour collection is the heart of every collection we have designed since the start of the brand and truly represents what 
Osaka stands for: Uncompromising performance with superior aesthetics.  We have always wanted to give athletes products 
that give them the confidence and properties that allow them to bring up the best in themselves. The Pro Tour is the culmination 
of that desire.

S.R.P. €295,00

The Osaka Tech shape was introduced last year as a replacement for 
our first power models.  It is a technical teardrop shaped racket aimed 
towards highly skilled players.  Hence the name “Tech”. This racket 
sacrifices some sweetspot size in function of high agility and excellent 
precision for a power model.  High skill caps will be greatly rewarded 
with this racket shape.

The Tech Mk2.11 has been re-engineered compared to last year, 
especially with regards to the frame construction, we have succeeded 
in reducing the frame width by 20% while offering the same features 
that made last year’s model a success.  This reduction in frame width 
has a direct impact on the sweetspot size and creates a better level of 
playability.

TechPro Tour 

Article Number: 12798003
Averaged Weight: 360g

Sand Surface

Quantum Spin® System

Double-Stage Frame

TPU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

18K Textreme® carbon





Article Number: 12835004S.R.P. €195,00Article Number: 12799001S.R.P. €195,00

Control - IconicVision Pro Vision Pro Power

The Vision Pro padel bats are the result of years of research and development in the world of padel bats. The entire collection 
is built by craftsmen with over 30 years of experience in padel bat construction. Our brand new shape takes elements from the 
best bats around the world and incorporates lessons we have learned over 10 years of composite fieldhockey stick construction.

Vision Pro

Article Number: 12799003S.R.P. €195,00Article Number: 12799002S.R.P. €195,00

TechVision Pro Vision Pro Control



Product Information Specifications

The new Osaka Power shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ.  After several years of research and 
Development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Power Mk2.1 is a teardrop shaped racket ideal for more offensive 
oriented players, The higher position of the sweetspot ensures that 
well struck smashes are rewarded with insane speed transfer.  Also, the 
maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  This is a great racket 
for a wide level-range of offensive players. In general we would recom-
mend this racket to backhand players.

The Vision Pro Collection is the perfect blend of playful design and great performance.  All Vision ranges strive to keep in touch 
with trends and pop culture, while still offering high-end build properties like carbon, and twin tube frame construction.  A great 
choice at an excellent price.

S.R.P. €195,00PowerVision Pro 

Article Number: 12799001
Averaged Weight: 365g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

PU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

3K Twill Weave Carbon



Product Information Specifications

The new Osaka Control shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ.  After several years of research and 
Development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Control Mk2.1 is a round shaped racket ideal for more defensive- 
and control-oriented players, The central position of the sweetspot 
creates an intuitive sense of play that will acclimatise you to the racket 
immediately.  Also, the maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  
This is a great racket for a wide level-range of defensive players.
In general we would recommend this shape to forehand players.

S.R.P. €195,00

The Vision Pro Collection is the perfect blend of playful design and great performance.  All Vision ranges strive to keep in touch 
with trends and pop culture, while still offering high-end build properties like carbon, and twin tube frame construction.  A great 
choice at an excellent price.

Control - Iconic BlackVision Pro 

Article Number: 12835004
Averaged Weight: 365g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

PU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

3K Twill Weave Carbon



Product Information Specifications

The new Osaka Control shape is the culmination of a multi-year padel 
racket design process at Osaka HQ.  After several years of research and 
Development we have developed a shape that maximises the sweet-
spot and face while minimising the frame width. On top of that the 
racket has special aerodynamic channels along the side, as well as an 
internal Vibration Redirection System, which can be seen in the heart 
area.

The Control Mk2.1 is a round shaped racket ideal for more defensive- 
and control-oriented players, The central position of the sweetspot 
creates an intuitive sense of play that will acclimatise you to the racket 
immediately.  Also, the maximised face forgives many lesser struck balls.  
This is a great racket for a wide level-range of defensive players.
In general we would recommend this shape to forehand players.

The Vision Pro Collection is the perfect blend of playful design and great performance.  All Vision ranges strive to keep in touch 
with trends and pop culture, while still offering high-end build properties like carbon, and twin tube frame construction.  A great 
choice at an excellent price.

S.R.P. €195,00ControlVision Pro 

Article Number: 12799002
Averaged Weight: 365g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

PU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

3K Twill Weave Carbon



Product Information Specifications

The Osaka Tech shape was introduced last year as a replacement for 
our first power models.  It is a technical teardrop shaped racket aimed 
towards highly skilled players.  Hence the name “Tech”. This racket 
sacrifices some sweetspot size in function of high agility and excellent 
precision for a power model.  High skill caps will be greatly rewarded 
with this racket shape.

The Tech Mk2.11 has been re-engineered compared to last year, 
especially with regards to the frame construction, we have succeeded 
in reducing the frame width by 20% while offering the same features 
that made last year’s model a success.  This reduction in frame width 
has a direct impact on the sweetspot size and creates a better level of 
playability.

S.R.P. €195,00

The Vision Pro Collection is the perfect blend of playful design and great performance.  All Vision ranges strive to keep in touch 
with trends and pop culture, while still offering high-end build properties like carbon, and twin tube frame construction.  A great 
choice at an excellent price.

TechVision Pro 

Article Number: 12799003
Averaged Weight: 365g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

PU Edge Protection

Osaka Snap® Foam

3K Twill Weave Carbon





Article Number: 12800001 S.R.P. €130,00 Article Number: 12836005

Control - IconicVision 

S.R.P. €130,00

PowerVision 

The Vision padel bats have proven themselves over the last years when we launched our first bats. These traditional shapes offer 
great balance between all necessary facets of play, ideal for beginner to advanced players. All our bats are built by craftsmen 
with over 30 years of experience in padel bat construction.

Vision

Article Number: 12800002S.R.P. €130,00

ControlVision 



Product Information Specifications

The Vision – Power was the initial shape that used by our sponsored 
players. This is the shape we have used as the base for the develop-
ment of our new Power Frame shapes. It is a traditional teardrop shape 
with a power bar offering a bit more stability and stiffness than traditi-
onal teardrop shapes.

Its balance center point is slightly more towards the head of the bat 
because of the teardrop geometry.
The Touch® foam gives this racket its specific feeling.  This is ideal for 
many different situations and allows you to return the ball effortlessly 
with great precision.

The Vision Range is a great looking choice for players starting out with padel that want to push their game to the next level.  
They do not only look great, but also offer a twin tube glass fibre frame which is an excellent benefit to have at this pricepoint.  
the large surface area will help you strike the ball with a great feeling.

S.R.P. €130,00PowerVision

Article Number: 12800001
Averaged Weight: 380g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

Osaka Touch® Foam

Glass Fibre face - Carbon Fibre Frame



Product Information Specifications

The Vision - Control padel racket is designed for players looking for 
excellent precision and a lot of feeling. Its face is constructed of glass 
fiber, and the frame is made out of carbon-reinforced glass fiber. This 
composition gives it excellent feedback and playability, at an excellent 
price point. 

Due to the control shape, it has a wider sweet spot, offering superior 
precision in a wider range of strikes.
The Touch® foam gives this racket its specific feeling.  This is ideal for 
many different situations and allows you to return the ball effortlessly 
with great precision.

The Vision Range is a great looking choice for players starting out with padel that want to push their game to the next level.  
They do not only look great, but also offer a twin tube glass fibre frame which is an excellent benefit to have at this pricepoint.  
the large surface area will help you strike the ball with a great feeling.

S.R.P. €130,00Control - IconicVision

Article Number: 12836005
Averaged Weight: 365g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

Osaka Touch® Foam

Glass Fibre face - Carbon Fibre Frame



Product Information Specifications

The Vision - Control padel racket is designed for players looking for 
excellent precision and a lot of feeling. Its face is constructed of glass 
fiber, and the frame is made out of carbon-reinforced glass fiber. This 
composition gives it excellent feedback and playability, at an excellent 
price point. 

Due to the control shape, it has a wider sweet spot, offering superior 
precision in a wider range of strikes.
The Touch® foam gives this racket its specific feeling.  This is ideal for 
many different situations and allows you to return the ball effortlessly 
with great precision.

The Vision Range is a great looking choice for players starting out with padel that want to push their game to the next level.  
They do not only look great, but also offer a twin tube glass fibre frame which is an excellent benefit to have at this pricepoint.  
the large surface area will help you strike the ball with a great feeling.

S.R.P. €130,00ControlVision

Article Number: 12800002
Averaged Weight: 365g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

Osaka Touch® Foam

Glass Fibre face - Carbon Fibre Frame







Article Number: 12916003 S.R.P. €150,00 Article Number: 12916004

ControlVision Aero

S.R.P. €150,00

PowerVision Aero 

The Vision padel bats have proven themselves a great choice for beginning and intermediate players over the years of our exis-
tence.  The Vision Aero range takes these traditional shapes and introduces them to the Snap® foam and higher carbon content 
construction to create a lighter weight variant. These traditional shapes offer great balance between all necessary 
facets of play, ideal for beginner to advanced players. All our bats are built by craftsmen with over 30 years of experience in 
padel bat construction.

Vision Aero



Product Information Specifications

The Vision Aero – Power was the initial shape that used by our 
sponsored players. This is the shape we have used as the base for the 
development of our new Power Frame shapes. It is a traditional tear-
drop shape with a power bar offering a bit more stability and stiffness 
than traditional teardrop shapes.

Its balance center point is slightly more towards the head of the bat 
because of the teardrop geometry. The Snap® foam gives this racket 
its specific feeling.  The whole philosophy of this foam is to help players 
get the ball across the net with as little effort as possible, and you will 
not be disappointed.

The Vision Aero rackets have the same shape as the Vision rackets but introduce some lighter weight materials.  Osaka Snap® 
foam offers a great feeling with lighter weight and the higher carbon content construction also shaves off a couple of grams.  
The Aero range is an excellent choice for women and younger players.

S.R.P. €150,00PowerVision Aero

Article Number: 12916003
Averaged Weight: 370g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

Osaka Snap® Foam

Glass Fibre face - Carbon Fibre Frame



Product Information Specifications

The Vision Aero - Control padel racket is designed for players looking 
for excellent precision and a lot of feeling. Its face is constructed of glass 
fiber, and the frame is made out of carbon-reinforced glass fiber. This 
composition gives it excellent feedback and playability, at an excellent 
price point. 

Due to the control shape, it has a wider sweet spot, offering superior 
precision in a wider range of strikes. The Snap® foam gives this racket 
its specific feeling.  The whole philosophy of this foam is to help players 
get the ball across the net with as little effort as possible, and you will 
not be disappointed.

The Vision Aero rackets have the same shape as the Vision rackets but introduce some lighter weight materials.  Osaka Snap® 
foam offers a great feeling with lighter weight and the higher carbon content construction also shaves off a couple of grams.  
The Aero range is an excellent choice for women and younger players.

S.R.P. €150,00ControlVision Aero

Article Number: 12916004
Averaged Weight: 355g

Sand Surface

Double-Stage Frame

Osaka Snap® Foam

Glass Fibre face - Carbon Fibre Frame





Article Number: 12917002 S.R.P. €80,00 Article Number: 12801001

DeshiDeshi 

S.R.P. €70,00

Deshi KidsDeshi

All Deshi products are focused on the players that have picked up padel for the first time and have fallen in love with the sport.  
The Deshi Tyro frame will help you develop your game by offering easy playability with a huge sweet-spot.  These rackets 
have an expanded foam frame, so the foam comes all the way to the sides of the bat, making it easier for you to strike the 
ball efficiently.

Deshi



Product Information Specifications

The Deshi Kids – is our smaller version of the Vision Deshi for the 
smallest ones among us. We have shaved off a bit of width and weight, 
to help kids start to play padel. We still offer the same building quality.

Thanks to the round shape and construction method, the sweet spot on
the Deshi Kids is incredibly large allowing easier play.

All Deshi products are focused on the players that have picked up padel for the first time and have fallen in love with the sport.  
The Deshi Tyro frame will help you develop your game by offering easy playability with a huge sweet-spot.  These rackets 
have an expanded foam frame, so the foam comes all the way to the sides of the bat, making it easier for you to strike the 
ball efficiently.

S.R.P. €70,00Deshi KidsDeshi

Article Number: 12917002
Averaged Weight: 315g

Sand Surface

Single-Stage Frame

Osaka Snap® Foam

Glass Fibre face - Composite Frame



Product Information Specifications

The Deshi - Tyro Frame padel racket is designed for the 
beginning players looking to add some quality to their always 
improving game. The racket is made with an expanded frame 
construction method which allows for the creation of more 
forgiving rackets.

Thanks to the round shape and construction method, the sweet 
spot on the Vision Deshi is incredibly large allowing easier play.

All Deshi products are focused on the players that have picked up padel for the first time and have fallen in love with the sport.  
The Deshi Tyro frame will help you develop your game by offering easy playability with a huge sweet-spot. These rackets 
have an expanded foam frame, so the foam comes all the way to the sides of the bat, making it easier for you to strike the 
ball efficiently.

S.R.P. €80,00DeshiDeshi

Article Number: 12801001
Averaged Weight: 380g

Sand Surface

Single-Stage Frame

Osaka Snap® Foam

Glass Fibre face - Composite Frame





The Vision and Pro Tour backpacks are functional and stylish carrying solutions specifically tailored to the padel experience.  We 
believe in a varied selection of materials to offer flexibility or stiffness where needed.

Backpacks - Vision & Pro Tour

S.R.P. €75,00 S.R.P. €75,00

S.R.P. €90,00 S.R.P. €90,00 S.R.P. €90,00

Article Number: 12876014 Article Number: 12876015 

Article Number: 12875002 Article Number: 12875006 Article Number: 12875010 

Sand Iconic Black

Olive Honey Comb French Navy

Vision Padel Backpack Vision Padel Backpack

Pro Tour Padel Backpack Pro Tour Padel Backpack Pro Tour Padel Backpack



Product Information Specifications

The Vision Padel backpack is our lightweight and minimalist approach to a padel backpack. It’s available in 2 colours, sand and 
iconic black.

The Vision Padel backpack is made out of 2 different materials: Our 
trademark Dura-Pro® tarpaulin and 600D woven polyester.  This gives 
the bag flexibility where necessary and stiffness and protection in 
sensitive areas.  

All our backpacks feature our distinct frontal bat carrying flap which 
allows you to show of your bat when not on the court. Inside you will 
find a spacious compartment with a padded lap top sleeve.

• Article Number: 12876

• 255 x 480 x 160 (19,5L)

• DURA-PRO® tarpaulin

• 600D woven polyester

• Ergonomic and ultra-soft shoulder straps 

• Frontal padel racket sling-system

• Available in 2 colourways: Sand / Iconic Black

S.R.P. €75,00Sand / Iconic BlackVision Padel Backpack



Product Information Specifications

• Article Number: 12875

• 280x 520 x 185 (24L)

• Durapro® tarpaulin and waxed canvas

• Ergonomic and ultra-soft shoulder straps

• SmartBuckle® hanging system

• Frontal padel racket sling-system

• Internal padel bat compartment

• Handy internal mesh pockets

• 2 external mesh pockets for ball sleeve - water 
bottle

• Available in 3 colourways: Honey Comb / Olive / 
French Navy

Pro Tour padel backpacks feature a fantastic combination of Durapro® 
tarpaulin and premium waxed canvas.  This gives the backs a distinct 
look and feel that is unique on the padel scene.  

The bags also have a very handle buckle that allow you to hang the 
bag up on the cage of the padel court rather than put it on potentially 
wet ground.  We have designed the bag with 2 external mesh pockets 
and 2 zippered mesh pockets on the inside to give you plenty of space 
to store your valuables, grips or other gear.

The Pro Tour padel backpacks were designed from the perspective of a padel athlete and feature everything this player has on 
his/her wishlist.  A functional yet stylish approach to the padel carrying question!

S.R.P. €90,00Honey Comb / Olive / French NavyPro Tour Padel Backpack





Pro Tour padel bags are made out of durapro tarpaulin and waxed canvas, giving them a textured and high quality feeling, 
unique on the padel scene.

Pro Tour Padel Bags

S.R.P. €110,00 S.R.P. €110,00

S.R.P. €110,00 S.R.P. €110,00

S.R.P. €110,00Article Number: 12974002 Article Number: 12974017 

Article Number: 12974016 Article Number: 12974015 

Article Number: 12974006 

Olive French Navy

Black Iconic Black

Honey CombPro Tour Padel Bag Pro Tour Padel Bag

Pro Tour Padel Bag Pro Tour Padel Bag

Pro Tour Padel Bag



Product Information Specifications

The Pro tour padel backpack is our first design in a more traditional padel carrying bag.  It is a functional and highly durable 
bag that will cater to all your needs.

The Pro Tour Padel bag is made out of Durapro® tarpaulin and waxed 
canvas.  This makes for a highly durable and stylish padel bag with an 
ideal combination of stiffness and flexibility.  

We have included an insulated padel racket compartment that will 
help with temperature fluctuations and will protect your racket from im-
pacts.  It also has a ventilated footwear pocket, and 2 external zippers 
that give access to padded pockets for your valuables.

• Article Number: 12974

• 330 x 550 x 270 (37L)

• Durapro® tarpaulin and waxed canvas

• Ergonomic and ultra-soft shoulder straps

• SmartBuckle® hanging system

• Insulated padel racket storage (2 rackets)

• Ventilated footwear pocket

• Handy internal mesh pockets

• Available in 5 colourways: Honey Comb / Olive / 
French Navy / Black and Iconic Black

S.R.P. €110,00Olive / Honey Comb / French Navy / Black / Iconic BlackPro Tour Padel Bag







At Osaka, We push ourselves every day to create the best products that Padel has seen. We have an incredible product range 
with a simple goal to service the athlete. The one element that we were missing to complete the range was sports footwear. 
The Osaka Footwear Collection  is the start of a new era for sports footwear, it’s all for the Athlete, the Athlete comes first.

Footwear

Article Number: 12626700

Article Number: 12627901 S.R.P. €110,00 Article Number: 12627706

Jade WhiteKAI MK1 

S.R.P. €165,00

S.R.P. €110,00

Analogue Black/ Aqua Blue

Iconic Black

IDO MK1

KAI MK1



SpecificationsProduct Information

At Osaka, We push ourselves every day to create the best products that Padel has seen. We have an incredible product range 
with a simple goal to service the athlete. The one element that we were missing to complete the range was sports footwear. 
The Osaka Footwear Collection  is the start of a new era for sports footwear, it’s all for the Athlete, the Athlete comes first.

The mantra behind the Ido has always been: “The Athlete comes first.” 
We wanted to fill the disconnect between what was perceived to be 
a performance sports shoe and what actually IS a performance sports 
shoe. Top minds from the athletic footwear industry have developed 
this shoe over the past 2 years to give you an edge over the competiti-
on and elevate your game to new heights.

• Article Number: 12626

• Available in 1 colourways: 
Analogue Black

• Fast drying mesh upper

• Strategical cleat composition

• Heel deceleration

• Ankle lock lacing option

S.R.P. €165,00Analogue BlackIDO MK1



Product Information Specifications

• Article Number: 12627

• Available in 3 colourways: 
Jade White  / Iconic Black

• 10mm drop

• Lightweight/Full contact outsole

• Smart outsole scribing to engage pinpoint flex 
locations

• Smart midsole geometry - robust cleat 
configuration suited for water and sand pitches

• Rounded edge outsole / water resistant upper / 
heel lock lacing

The Osaka Kai is born from listening to players who want a robust 
companion that will not let them down. Lightweight design with 
superior mechanical characteristics defined by carefully crafted midsole 
geometry, strategic outsole and midsole flex scribes and a one piece 
full length contact outsole with aggressive multidirectional cleat 
configuration to guarantee user confidence when playing.

The Osaka Kai has a unique combination of anatomical lasting com-
bined with a 10 mm drop offering optimum positioning and posture 
specific for agility requirements in padel. The Kai is designed to be used 
generically across all surfaces and conditions as well as uses such as 
playing hard, training or recovery sessions. It’s the perfect all-rounder 
that you need in your collection.

At Osaka, We push ourselves every day to create the best products that Padel has seen. We have an incredible product range 
with a simple goal to service the athlete. The one element that we were missing to complete the range was sports footwear. 
The Osaka Footwear Collection  is the start of a new era for sports footwear, it’s all for the Athlete, the Athlete comes first.

S.R.P. €110,00Jade White / Iconic BlackKAI MK1





Pro Tour Padel Balls

This ball has been engineered with premium English felt and supreme 
quality natural rubber.

The optimised internal pressure combined with the selection of the 
highest quality components ensures long-lasting durability and a 
consistent performance during sessions of play.

Designed for the sole purpose of high performance padel.

• Article Number: 12620

• Top-grade material choice

• Consistent bounce

• Long-lasting durability

S.R.P. €7,95Pro Tour Padel Balls

SpecificationsProduct Information





S.R.P. €15,00 Article Number: 11478 

Sweatband Set NOS

S.R.P. €12,50 Article Number: 12588 

NOSOvergrip
S.R.P. €30,00 Article Number: 12949 

Navy/GreyTrucker Cap
S.R.P. €30,00 Article Number: 12950 

SandTwill Cap

S.R.P. €20,00 Article Number: 13082 

S22Kuro Water Bottle

S.R.P. €20,00 Article Number: 11110 

NOSKuro Water Bottle

Accessories

S.R.P. €15,00 Article Number: 12828 

S22Sweatband Set
S.R.P. €20,00 Article Number: 12831 

Colourway Duo Sox S22

S.R.P. €20,00 Article Number: 12748 

NOSDuo Sox





Training Range

S.R.P. €40,00-€45,00

S.R.P. €35,00

S.R.P. €60,00-€65,00

S.R.P. €30,00-€35,00

S.R.P. €25,00-€30,00

S.R.P. €50,00-€55,00

S.R.P. €30,00-€35,00

S.R.P. €30,00-€35,00

S.R.P. €45,00-€55,00

Article Number: 11027 

Article Number: 11022 

Article Number: 10530 

Article Number: 10534 

Article Number: 10533

Article Number: 10531 

Article Number: 10539 

Article Number: 11017 

Article Number: 10531 

Women Men/Women/Kids

Men/Women/Kids

Men/KidsMen/Women/Kids

Men/Women/Kids

Women/Kids

Men/Women/Kids

Men/Women/Kids

Polo Jersey

Training Short

Track Top

Training Shorts

Training Tee SS

Track Pants

Training Skort

Training Tee LS

Training Sweater





Training Range

S.R.P. €40,00-€50,00

S.R.P. €69,00 S.R.P. €75,00 S.R.P. €85,00

S.R.P. €35,00-€40,00

S.R.P. €55,00-€65,00

S.R.P. €40,00-€35,00

S.R.P. €120,00-€130,00

S.R.P. €35,00

Article Number: 11102 

Article Number: 12666 Article Number: 12839 Article Number: 12964 

Article Number: 11394 

Article Number: 11024 

Article Number: 12590 

Article Number: 11397 

Article Number: 11554 

Unisex Unisex Men/Women

Men/Women/KidsMen/Women/Kids

Men/Women/Kids Men/Women/Kids Unisex/Kids

Men

Sweatpants

Training Jacket Soft Shell Jacket Hybrid Jacket

Baselayer Top

Zip Hoodie

Baselayer Thights

Stadium Jacket

Baselayer Short




